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Executive Summary
This report was prepared for An Bord Pleanala and Dublin City Council in connection with a
Strategic Housing Development Planning Application. The report addresses the existing and
proposed civil infrastructure, for the proposed District Centre, Student Residential
Accommodation and Build-to-Rent accommodation development, located off Prussia Street
(R804), Dublin 7.
The proposed development shall comprise the following: (1) Demolition of the existing Park Shopping Centre and nos. 42-45 Prussia Street, Dublin7
and creation of portal openings in the former boundary wall (Protected Structure);
(2) Construction of a new mixed use District Centre, Student Residential Housing and Buildto-Rent Housing development in 2 buildings, a South Building and a North Building,
separated by a new pedestrian and bicycle street connecting Prussia Street with the
emerging Grangegorman SDZ campus. The buildings will range in height from 3-5 storeys on
Prussia Street to 6-storeys (South building) and 8-storeys (North Building) towards to GDA
campus.
(3) District Centre development accommodating: • Part-licensed supermarket, 11 no. retail/non-retail service units and 2 no. licensed
café/restaurant units at ground floor;
• Two vehicular entrances from Prussia Street to provide access for deliveries and services
(South entrance) and to provide access to undercroft parking and van deliveries (North
entrance);
• Standing areas for deliveries and waste collection in designated service yards (South
Building) and for car parking for 111 no. cars, light van deliveries and bicycle parking (North
Building);
• All associated ancillary facilities, landscaping and boundary treatments including acoustic
attenuation measures where required.
(4) Student residential accommodation overhead the District Centre accommodating 11no.
student houses comprising 143 no. apartments (including 28 no. studios), with a total of 584
bedspaces (556 bedrooms) and associated balconies;
• The North Building student residential accommodation has reception and student amenities
(concierge, café, lounge areas) at ground, mezzanine and first floor levels, with access to all
levels overhead and a first floor level podium garden from which student apartments and
student amenity areas (study centre, a recreation centre and laundry) are accessible; 2 no.
amenity terraces with pergola structures at fourth floor.
• The South Building student residential accommodation has ground floor level foyer with
access to all levels, staff rooms, fitness centre at ground and mezzanine levels and a first
floor level podium garden from which student apartments are directly accessible.
(5) Build-to-rent residential accommodation overhead the supermarket with lift and stair
access from Prussia Street, comprising 29 no. apartments with balconies (28 no. 2 bedroom
and 1 no. 3 bedroom units) and 3 no. 2 bedroom townhouses, laundry room, lounge/games
room, bicycle store, waste store and podium garden with conservatory allotments.
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6) The proposed new street will connect to the Grangegorman SDZ campus via a portal
connection through a former boundary wall
7) The development includes art display along the new street, landscaping, boundary
treatments, signage, plant and substations, and all associated site works and services.
This report should be read in conjunction with our Engineering Planning Drawings, and deals
with existing foul, surface water and water mains present within the surrounding area, and
the proposals for the site with regards to these services. The report also discusses the
ground conditions present on the site, the current proposals for achieving the development
plateau and sustainability measures incorporated with the development. The subject site is
currently a brownfield site, which operates as the Park Shopping Centre complex, with Tesco
Ireland Ltd., as the main anchor tenant.
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1

Introduction

The applicant proposes to construct a new district centre and student residential and build-torent accommodation, adjacent to and accessed off Prussia Street to the west. The purpose
of this report is to address the civil infrastructural aspects of the proposed retail development,
on lands off Prussia Street (R804), Dublin 7. It should be noted that the proposed civil
infrastructure pertaining to this development is consistent with the previously granted
planning permission, Reg. Ref. No. 2038/17 and further details of this are covered off under
Irish Water (3.1.1), in this report.
The total subject site area extends to circa 2.986 acres (1.209 ha) and is currently a fully
developed site, consisting almost entirely of existing buildings and hardstanding parking
areas and a service yard. There are no known public sewer drainage pipes or watermains,
presently located on the subject site.
This report has been prepared to outline the existing and proposed drainage, pollution control
measures and water main infrastructure, in order to support the proposed development
application.
The location of the site is indicated on the map extract below - Figure 1.

Subject Site

FIGURE 1 - Site Location (Source Google Maps)
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2

Existing Drainage & Watermain Services

2.1

Existing Foul Drainage Networks
Dublin City Council record drawings have identified a 1040mm x 620mm combined
sewer on Prussia Street, immediately adjacent to the western boundary of the subject
site. This gravity sewer runs in a north-south direction past the subject site and
continues on down towards the Quays.
The existing foul sewer reticulation network has adequate capacity to cater for the
proposed effluent discharge from the subject site and there are no known issues
noted with the sewer reticulation network.

2.2

Existing Surface Water Drainage Networks
Dublin City Council record drawings have identified a 1040mm x 620mm combined
sewer on Prussia Street, immediately adjacent to the western boundary of the subject
site. This gravity sewer runs in a north-south direction past the subject site and
continues on down towards the Quays.
This sewer has been identified as having capacity to accommodate the proposed
discharge from the subject site.

2.3

Existing Water Main Network
Dublin City Council record drawings have identified two existing watermains along
Prussia Street, i.e. a 4” (100mm) Ø uPVC main on the site side of the road and a 9”
(225mm) Ø Cast Iron main on the far side of the road, which appears to have a 9”
Cast Iron metered connection off it, currently serving the existing Park Shopping
Centre development.
From discussions with the Dublin City Council, it is understood that there is adequate
capacity within the existing watermain network to supply the proposed development.
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3

Proposed Site Drainage & Water Supply

3.1

Proposed Foul Water Drainage
It is proposed to discharge foul water from the proposed development, via a 225mm
gravity foul sewer network and connect into the aforementioned existing 1040mm x
620mm combined sewer at 2 locations. There is an existing manhole, Ex CMH B,
located on Prussia Street to the west, with a Cover Level of circa 26.842m & an Invert
Level of circa 23.572m, which will provide one connection point, with the other
connection being via a new manhole to be constructed on the existing sewer, i.e. MH
FW16. This manhole will have a Cover Level of circa 25.94m & an Invert Level of
circa 22.578m - refer Drawing No. 2001101–PIN–XX–XX-DR-C–0200–S2 Rev. D.
Both of the aforementioned outfalls will be connected from Manholes FW5 & FW12
respectively and these manholes will both be Broadstrap manholes, in accordance
with DCC’s criteria.
It is proposed that all foul water from the proposed development will be collected on
site via a series of on-site foul sewers. Suitable grease traps will be installed from
wash down and deli areas within the food store, prior to discharge into the
aforementioned proposed on site foul system.
Design guidelines based on Irish Water criteria have been used to estimate the peak
foul water loading rates for the proposed development as outlined below:Commercial / Retail (incl. Tesco):

0.38 Hectares x 0.6 ltr/sec/hec = 0.23 ltr/sec (@1DWF)



Therefore peak flow = 1.38 ltr/sec (@6DWF)

Student Accommodation - 584 Student Bedspaces:

584 PE x 150 ltr/hd/day = 87,600 ltr/day = 1.01 ltr/sec (@1DWF)



Therefore peak flow = 6.06 ltr/sec (@6DWF)

Build-to-Rent Accommodation – 29 Apartments + 3 Townhouses:

32 Units x 600 ltr/dwelling/day = 19,200 ltr/dwelling/day
= 0.22 ltr/sec (@1DWF)



Therefore peak flow = 1.32 ltr/sec (@6DWF)

Estimated Total Combined Foul Discharge Rate
Dry Weather Flow (DWF)

=

1.46

litres/sec (1DWF)

Design Peak Flow

=

8.76

litres/sec (6xDWF)
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All on-site foul sewers have been designed to be a minimum 225mm diameter pipes,
with gradients designed to achieve self-cleansing velocities.
It should be further noted that the peak flows from both the commercial and student
bedspace elements, are highly unlikely to generate (6xDWF), due to the nature of
both of these elements, i.e. they are not comparable to typical residential housing
development flows.

3.1.1 Irish Water
Refer Appendix E for a COF response as received from Irish Water, dated 23rd April
2020, in respect of this development.
It is noted that there are no issues with the wastewater network and that some
localised upgrades to the watermain network are to be carried out and funded by the
developer.
All works are to be carried out in accordance with Irish Water’s Code of Practice for
Wastewater Infrastructure, dated July 2020 Rev. 2 : Document IW-CDS-5030-03 &
with Irish Water’s Code of Practice for Water Infrastructure, dated July 2020 Rev. 2 :
Document IW-CDS-5020-03 and any subsequent revisions thereof.
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3.2

Proposed Surface Water Drainage
Storm water from the proposed development has been designed in accordance with
the GDSDS and ensures that Best Management Practice has been incorporated into
the design. It should be noted that the existing development currently comprises of
impermeable hard standing areas (existing buildings and surface car parking) and the
proposed surface water measures are aimed at improving the general surface water
management of the site, by introducing interceptors, attenuation measures and by
restricting the ultimate discharge off site, etc.
Storm water from the roof areas of the proposed building units, will be directed via
rain water pipes into an on-site reticulation system. The outflow from this system will
be connected into the surface water drainage network collecting run-off from the car
parking areas and will be discharged directly into a Tubosider attenuation system,
located beneath the under croft car park of the proposed development - refer Drawing
No. 2001101–PIN–XX–XX-DR-C–0200–S2 Rev. D, & Appendix B for Attenuation
Details.
Further to the above, it should be noted that there are 3 separate attenuation areas
proposed. The one to the north, as mentioned above, which is above the new
pedestrian street connecting Prussia Street with the emerging Grangegorman SDZ
campus. A tanked permeable paving system beneath the aforementioned pedestrian
street itself and attenuation to the south, i.e. in the proposed service yard, which
consists of Tubodsider and oversized pipework.
Storm water from all car park areas and access roads will be collected via a series of
on-site gullies and drain into a separate system of below ground gravity storm water
sewers. Prior to discharging into the proposed aforementioned Tubosider attenuation
system (or similar approved), the storm water from the car park and access roads,
which is collected in gullies, will be directed through appropriately sized Conder
Separator(s) (or similar approved) petrol interceptor(s) - refer Appendix A for
Interceptor Details.
Even though site investigations have yet to be carried out, it would appear that the
existing sub-soil would provide inadequate soil infiltration rates and thus it is not
practical to install a soakaway system.
The storm water drainage within the development has been designed to
accommodate a 1:2 year storm frequency. The attenuation system has been
designed to accommodate a 1:100 year storm event + 10% climate change. It is also
proposed to restrict the outflow from the subject site by installing a Hydrobrake facility,
limiting the ultimate discharge to 7l/s - refer Appendix C for Surface Water
Calculations.
It is proposed to ultimately discharge surface water from the proposed development,
post attenuation, via 2 x 225mm Ø gravity sewer networks and connect into the 2
aforementioned Broadstrap manholes, i.e. FW5 & FW12, with Invert Levels of circa
25.725m & 24.067m respectively, located just off Prussia Street - refer Drawing No.
2001101–PIN–XX–XX-DR-C–0200–S2 Rev. D.
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3.3

Proposed Water Mains
It is intended to serve the proposed development from the existing (9”) 225mm Cast
Iron connection, located in the footpath off Prussia Street and currently serving the
existing Park Shopping Centre development. The connection onto this main is already
in place, as is a water meter and sluice valve. It would be preferable to maintain this
existing connection, subsequent to agreement from Dublin City Council, however, any
additional connection(s), as required, will be facilitated.
Hydrants will be installed in accordance with Part B of the building regulations, and
these are detailed on our engineering drawings - refer Drawing No. 2001101–PIN–
XX–XX-DR-C–0201–S2 Rev. D.
Water demand, in accordance with Irish Water criteria, has been calculated as
follows:Student Accommodation - 584 Student Bedspaces:

584 PE x 150 ltr/hd/day = 87,600 ltr/day = 1.01 ltr/sec



= 1.26 ltr/sec (Avg. Demand @ 1.25x)



Therefore peak demand = 5.05 ltr/sec (@ 5x)

Build-to-Rent Accommodation – 29 Apartments + 3 Townhouses:

32 Units @ 2.7PE per dwelling x 150 ltr/hd/day



= 12,960 ltr/day = 0.15 ltr/sec
= 0.19 ltr/sec (Avg. Demand @ 1.25x)



Therefore peak demand = 0.75 ltr/sec (@ 5x)

Estimated Total Combined Water Demand Rate
Average Demand

=

1.45 litres/sec (@ 1.25x)

Peak Demand

=

5.80 litres/sec (@ 5x)

Water meters in line with Dublin City Council & Irish Water requirements and
specifications, will be installed at the connections onto the aforementioned existing
water mains as required.
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3.4

Standard Drainage Details
All standard drainage details including manhole details, pipe bedding, channels,
hydrants etc. are shown on Drawing No.’s 2001101–PIN–XX–XX-DR-C–0204–S2
Rev. B & 2001101–PIN–XX–XX-DR-C–0205–S2 Rev. B.
Details of the types and construction methods will be agreed with Irish Water and the
Local Authority, prior to construction.
Drains generally will consist of PVC (to IS 123) or concrete spigot and socket pipes to
(IS 6).Drains shall be laid to comply with the Requirements of the Building
Regulations and in accordance with the recommendations contained in the Technical
Guidance Documents, Section H – Drainage & Wastewater Disposal, dated 2016.
Strict separation of surface water and foul sewerage will be imposed on the
development. Drains will be laid out to minimise the risk of inadvertent connections of
sinks, dishwashers etc. to the surface water system.
In order to minimise the risk of floating contamination of the surface water system,
road gullies will be precast trapped gullies to BS5911:Part2:1982.
Concrete bed and surround to the pipe runs will be used where the cover to the pipes
is less than 900mm, where the pipes are sufficiently close to the building, or where
the pipe runs are below the ground floor slab.
All works are to be carried out in accordance with Irish Water’s Code of Practice for
Wastewater Infrastructure, dated July 2020 Rev. 2 : Document IW-CDS-5030-03 &
with Irish Water’s Code of Practice for Water Infrastructure, dated July 2020 Rev. 2 :
Document IW-CDS-5020-03 and any subsequent revisions thereof.
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4

Surface & Groundwater Impacts

4.1

Construction Phase
Water pollution will be minimised by the implementation of good construction
practices. Such practices will include adequate bunding for oil containers, wheel
washers and dust suppression on site roads, and regular plant maintenance. The
Construction Industry Research and Information Association provides guidance on
the control and management of water pollution from construction sites in their
publication Control of Water Pollution from Construction Sites, Guidance for
Consultants and Contractors – C532 CIRIA Report (Masters-Williams et al, 2001),
which provides information on these issues.
Pollutants can commonly include suspended solids, oil, chemicals, cement, cleaning
materials and paints. These can enter controlled waters in various ways:


directly into a watercourse



via drains or public sewers



via otherwise dry ditches



in old field drains



by seepage into groundwater systems



through excavations into underlying aquifers



by disturbance of an already contaminated site

The proximity of the site to streams, aquifers and water abstractions; potential
sources, pathways and impacts of pollution; and the historical uses of the site and
nearby areas should be examined early in project planning and design, to ensure that
suitable redesign and mitigation measures are undertaken as necessary.
During construction, careful management and planning will help minimise water
pollution. This may include adequate bunding of all oil tanks, wheel washers and
dust suppression on haul roads, particular care to be taken near watercourses, and
regular plant maintenance.
A contingency plan for pollution emergencies should also be developed and regularly
updated, which would identify the actions to be taken in the event of a pollution
incident.
The CIRIA document (2001), recommends that a contingency plan for pollution
emergencies should address the following:


containment measures



emergency discharge routes



list of appropriate equipment and clean-up materials



maintenance schedule for equipment



details of trained staff, location, and provision for 24-hour cover



details of staff responsibilities



notification procedures to inform the relevant environmental protection
authority
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4.2



audit and review schedule



telephone numbers of statutory water undertakers and local water company



list of specialist pollution clean-up companies and their telephone numbers

Operational Phase
The sources of pollution that could potentially have an effect on surface or
groundwater during the operational phase of the development will be oil and fuel
leaks from parked cars, service vehicles, HGV delivery’s etc. Hydrocarbon
interceptors will be provided on storm water drainage sewers from car parking areas
as required.
Storm water attenuation measures will be incorporated into the scheme as mentioned
previously.
It is not anticipated that flooding of the site will occur, due to the fact that there is no
historical data, which refers to any past flooding on this site.

4.3

Mitigation Measures
The construction management of the building project will incorporate protection
measures to minimise as far as possible the risk of spillage that could lead to surface
and groundwater contamination.
All appropriate methods will be utilised to ensure that surface water arising during the
course of construction activities will contain minimum sediment, prior to the ultimate
discharge to the existing 1040mm x 620mm combined sewer pipe culvert.
Storm water attenuation measures will be incorporated into the scheme as mentioned
previously. Hydrocarbon interceptors will be provided on storm water drainage
sewers from car parking areas as necessary. Grease traps will be installed on foul
sewers where necessary.
Best practice in design and construction will be employed for the installation of
surface water and sanitary drainage.
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5

Sustainability

5.1

Site Development
In order to minimize material export and import to the site and the impact of this on
the surrounding road network, we are proposing to maintain existing on-site levels as
far as is practical.

5.2

Site Drainage
Storm water drainage proposals for the site have been designed in accordance with
the GDSDS and incorporate on site storm water attenuation in order to limit discharge
of storm water from the developed site to the equivalent Q-bar run-off rates.
The attenuation system proposed in comparison with other subsurface systems offers
lower overall installation costs, superior design flexibility and enhanced long-term
performance, resulting in an efficient storm water storage system. It is also an
extremely light weight system, which utilises less pipework and fewer manholes than
a typical crate storage system. All manholes are ventilated and therefore a full
retention separator is considered as being sufficient.
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6

Conclusion
In conclusion, the proposed development of the site by the applicant, for use as a
District Centre and Student Residential Accommodation development, is considered a
suitable use of the site. Local infrastructure has the capacity to serve the proposed
development.
The site will be developed in a sustainable manner, in order to minimise the impact of
the development during construction and throughout the lifespan of the proposed
store.
Accordingly, there are no reasons in relation to the drainage elements, as to why this
scheme should not be granted planning permission, and with this in mind, the
Planning Authority is respectfully requested to recommend a grant of planning
permission.
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Appendix A
Conder Petrol Interceptor Details
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OIL/WATER SEPARATORS

S E PA R AT O R S

THE PARTNER OF CHOICE

A4 Conder Separator Brochure 8pp-2.indd 1

27/08/2014 19:21

The Conder Range of
Oil Separators are for
installation on surface
water drainage systems
and are designed to prevent
hydrocarbons (e.g. diesel,
petrol, engine oil) from
mixing with surface water
and entering our drainage
systems.

Pollution prevention is a
critical part of sustainable
drainage systems and statutory
regulations are in force to control
the discharge of hydrocarbons,
with severe penalties imposed
for non-compliance.
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Compliance
The Conder Range of Oil Separators fully conform to both the Environment Agency’s latest PPG guidelines and
European standard BSEN-858-1-2 and are proven to effectively separate oil and water. Under test, the Conder Bypass
performed to less than 1 mg/I and in doing so guarantees minimal environmental impact and ensures public safety.

Classes of Separator
There are two classes of separator which are defined by performance.
Class 1

Class 2*

Class 1 Separators are designed to achieve a
concentration of less than 5mg/I of oil under standard
test conditions. These conditions are required for
discharges to surface water drains and the water
environment.

Class 2 Separators are designed to achieve a
concentration of less than 100mg/I oil under standard
test conditions and are suitable for dealing with
discharges where a lower quality requirement applies
such as discharges to the foul sewer.
*Class 2 available in forecourt separators only.

Selecting the Right Separator
Conder offers a full range of Separators for varying use and application:
• Bypass Separator

If you’re unsure of what type of Conder Oil Separator you require please use
the below chart to help you identify the most suitable product for your project.

• Full Retention Separator
• Forecourt Separator
• Wash Down and Silt Separators

The guidance given is for the use of separators in surface water drainage
systems that discharge to rivers and soakways.

Is there a risk of oil contaminating the drainage from the site?
YES

YES

YES

YES

NO

Risk of infrequent
light contamination
and potential for small
spills only e.g. car
park.

Risk of regular
contamination of
surface water run off
with oil and/ or risk
of larger spills e.g.
vehicle maintenance
area, goods vehicle
parking or vehicle
manoeuvring.

Risk of regular
Drainage will also
contain dissolved
oils, detergents or
degreasers such as
vehicle wash water
and trade effluents
e.g. industrial sites.

Fuel oils are delivered
to and dispensed on
site e.g. retail fuel
forecourts.

Very low risk of oil
contamination e.g.
roofwater.

IF NOT SUITABLE

YES

YES

YES

By-pass separator
with alarm required.
Class 1 if discharge to
surface water. Class
2 if discharge to foul
sewer.

Full retention separator
with alarm required.
Class 1 if discharge to
surface water. Class
2 if discharge to foul
sewer.

Trade effluents must
be directed to the
foul sewer. It may
need to pass through
a separator before
discharge to sewer to
remove.

Full retention
‘forecourt’ separator
with alarm required.
Class 1 if discharge to
surface water. Class
2 if discharge to foul
sewer.

Clean water should
not be passed through
the separator unless
the size of the unit
increased accordingly.

The use of SUDS should be considered at all sites and they should be incorporated where suitable. SUDS
can be used to polish the effluent from these separators before it enters the environment.

Source control SUDS
should be considered
where possible.

YES
Source control SUDS
must be considered
and incorporated
where suitable.

YES
Separator not
required.

Separator Alarms
All oil separators are required by legislation to be fitted with an oil level alarm system with recommendations that the
alarm is installed, tested, commissioned and regularly serviced by a qualified technician.
The alarm indicates when the separator is in need of immediate maintenance in order for it to continue to work
effectively. Conder Aqua Solutions can offer a full technical and service package for a variety of alarm options.
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The Conder Range of Bypass Separators
The Conder Range of Bypass Separators are used to fully treat all flows generated by rainfall rates of up to
6.5mm/hr. Bypass Separators are used when it is considered an acceptable risk not to provide full treatment for
high flows, for example where only small spillages occur and the risk of spillage is small.
Typical Application
• Car parks
• Roadways and major trunk roads
• Light industrial and goods yards
Features and Benefits
• Innovative design

Performance

• Compact and easy to handle/install
• Fully compliant to the Environment Agency’s PPG3
guidelines

Conder Bypass Separators
have been designed to treat all
flow up to the designed nominal
size. Any flow in excess of
the nominal size is allowed to
bypass the separation chamber
thereby keeping the separated
and trapped oil safe.

• Low product and install costs
• Full BSI certification
• Exceeds industry standards
• Easy to service
• Fully tested and verified with a range from CNSB 3 to
CNSB 1000 (Class 1)

How it Works
Step 1

Step 2

During the early part of a rain
storm, which is a time of high
oil contamination, all of the
contaminated water flow passes
through the sediment collection
chamber and enters the separation
chamber through a patented oil
skimming and filter device.

Step 3

All of the oil then proceeds to the
separation chamber where it is
separated to the Class 1 standard
of 5 mg/I and safely trapped.

As the rainstorm builds up to
its maximum and the level of oil
contamination reduces significantly,
the nominal size flow continues
to pass through the separation
chamber and any excess flow of
virtually clean water is allowed to
bypass directly to the outlet.

Specification Larger models up to CNSB 1000 are available.
Area
Tank Code
Drained
including
2
(m )
Silt
			
1667

CNSB3s/21

Length
Silt
Oil
Diameter
Height
Base to
including
Capacity
Storage
(mm)
(mm)
inlet
Silt
(L)
Capacity			 Invert
(mm)		
(L)			 (mm)
1400

300

45

1026

2200

1730

Base to
outlet
Invert
(mm)

Access
(mm)

1680

750

2500

CNSB4.5s/21

1785

450

67.5

1026

1875

1270

1220

600

3333

CNSB6s/21

1975

600

90

1026

1875

1270

1220

600

4444

CNSB8s/21

2165

800

120

1026

1875

1270

1220

600

5555

CNSB10s/21

2485

1000

150

1026

1875

1270

1220

600

8333

CNSB15s/21

2670

1500

225

1210

2150

1450

1400

600

11111

CNSB20s/21

3115

2000

300

1210

2150

1450

1400

600

13889

CNSB25s/21

3555

2500

375

1210

2150

1450

1400

600

16667

CNSB30s/21

3470

3000

450

1510

2690

1770

1720

750

22222

CNSB40s/21

4040

4000

600

1510

2690

1770

1720

750

27778

CNSB50s/21

4655

5000

750

1510

2690

1770

1720

750

33333

CNSB60s/21

4415

6000

900

1880

3300

2025

1975

2 x 600

44444

CNSB80s/21

5225

8000

1200

1880

3300

2025

1975

2 x 600

55556

CNSB100s/21

6010

10,000

1500

1880

3300

2025

1975

2 x 600

Note: It is a requirement of PPG3 that you have a silt capacity either in your tank or in an upstream catch pit.
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The Conder Range of Full Retention Separators
The Conder Range of Full Retention Separators are designed to treat the full flow that can be delivered by a drainage
system, which is normally equivalent to the flow generated by a rainfall intensity of 65mm/hr. Full Retention Separators
are used where there is a risk of regular contamination with oil and a foreseeable risk of significant spillages.
Typical Application
• Sites with hi-risk of oil contamination
• Fuel storage depots
• Refuelling facilities
• Petrol forecourts
• Vehicle maintenance areas/workshops
• Where discharge is to a sensitive environment
Features and Benefits
• All surface water is treated
• Automatic closure device (ACD) fitted as standard

Performance

All Conder Full Retention Separators have an automatic closure device (ACD) fitted as standard. This is compulsory
for all PPG3 compliant Full Retention Separators and prevents accumulated pollutants flowing through the unit when
maximum storage level is reached.

How it Works
Step 1

Step 2

Contaminated water enters the
separator where the liquid is
retained for a sufficient period to
ensure that the lighter than water
pollutants (such as oil, petrol)
separate and rise to the surface of
the water.

Step 3

The decontaminated water then
passes through the coalescing filter
before it is safely discharged from
the separator, with the remaining
pollutants being retained in the
separator.

Retained pollutants must be
emptied from the separator once
the level of oil is reached, or the
oil level alarm is activated. This
waste should be removed from
the separator under the terms of
The Waste Management Code of
Practice.

Specification Larger models available upon request.
Area
Tank
Length
Slit
Oil
Diameter
Height
Base to
Drained
code
including
Capacity
Storage
(mm)
(mm)
inlet
(m²)
Incl. Silt
Silt
(L)
Capacity			
Invert
			 (mm)					(mm)
222

CNS4s/11

2319

400

40

1026

1655

1295

Base to
outlet
Invert
(mm)
1245

333

CNS6s/11

3414

600

60

1026

1655

1295

1245

444

CNS8s/11

3197

800

80

1210

1855

1480

1430

556

CNS10s/11

3957

1000

100

1210

1855

1480

1430

833

CNS15s/11

3870

1500

150

1510

2180

1780

1730

1111

CNS20s/11

5060

2000

200

1510

2180

1780

1730

1667

CNS30s/11

5369

3000

300

1880

2560

2030

1980

2222

CNS40s/11

7059

4000

400

1880

2560

2030

1980

2778

CNS50s/11

4080

5000

500

2600

3315

2730

2680

3333

CNS60s/11

4805

6000

600

2600

3315

2730

2680

3889

CNS70s/11

5529

7000

700

2600

3315

2730

2680

4444

CNS80s/11

6254

8000

800

2600

3315

2730

2680

5556

CNS100s/11

6751

10,000

1,000

2600

3315

2730

2680

Note: It is a requirement of PPG3 that you have a silt capacity either in your tank or in an upstream catch pit.
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Conder Range of Forecourt Separators
Conder Forecourt Separators have been designed for specific use in petrol filling stations and other similar applications.
The size of this separator has been specifically increased in order to retain the possible loss of the contents from one
compartment of a road tanker, which could be up to 7,600 litres.
Forecourt separators are an essential infrastructure requirement for all forecourts so as to ensure compliance with both
health and safety and environmental legislation.
Application Areas
• Petrol forecourts
• Refuelling facilities
• Fuel storage depot
Features and Benefits
• All surface water is treated
• Available in Class 1 and Class 2
• Automatic Closure Device (ACD) fitted as standard
• Includes 2000L silt capacity

Performance
All Conder Forecourt Separators have an automatic closure device (ACD) fitted as standard. This is compulsory for all
PPG3 compliant Full Retention Separators and prevents accumulated pollutants flowing through the unit when maximum
storage level is reached.

How it Works
Step 1
Contaminated water enters the separator where the liquid is retained for a sufficient period to ensure that the lighter than
water pollutants (such as oil, petrol) separate and rise to the surface of the water.

Step 2
The decontaminated water then passes through the coalescing filter before it is safely discharged from the separator,
with the remaining pollutants being retained in the separator.

Step 3
Retained pollutants must be emptied from the separator once the level of oil is reached, or the oil level alarm is activated.
This waste should be removed from the separator under the terms of The Waste Management Code of Practice.

Specification
Tank Code
Volume
Length
Diameter
Height
Base to
Base to
		
(L)
(mm)
(mm)
(mm)
inlet
outlet
						 (mm)
(mm)
							

Access
(mm)

ANO/11*

10000

4250

1800

2100

1600

1550

750

ANT/12**

10000

4250

1800

2100

1600

1550

750

LNO/11***

10000

4250

1800

2100

1600

1550

750

*Class 1 Forecourt Separator suitable for discharging to surface water drains
**Class 2 Forecourt Separator suitable for discharging to foul drains only
*** Class 1 Forecourt Separator suitable for installation in granular materials
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Conder Range of Washdown and Silt Separators
Conder Washdown and Silt Separators are for use in areas such as car washes, pressure wash facilities or other
cleaning facilities and must be discharged to the foul water drainage system in accordance with PPG13.
Application Areas
• Car wash facilities
• Tool hire depots
• Pressure washer facilities
Features and Benefits
• Available in 1,2 and 3 stage options
• Efficient silt and hydrocarbon removal

Performance
The Environment Agency’s PPG13 requires that discharge from pressure washers must discharge to a foul drainage
system. Where there is no foul drainage available, the effluent must be contained within a sealed drainage system or
catchpit for disposal by a licenced waste contractor.
Silt build-up is the primary concern with washdown facilities and so the Conder range of washdown and silt separators
are used to remove the silt and will allow some separation of hydrocarbons.
Detergents that are used in wash down areas will break down and disperse hydrocarbons (hindering the separation
process). Therefore it is important to remember the main function of wash down separators is to remove silt.

How it Works
Step 1

Step 2

Contaminated wash down water
enters the unit where the heavier
solids, silts, settle to the bottom of
the tank.

Step 3

The lighter liquids, hydrocarbons,
will rise to the surface and be
retained within the tank.

Treated water will exit the
separator via the dipped outlet.

Specification
Although it is recognised that single stage separators give the most efficient separation, 2 and 3 chamber Conder
Washdown and Silt Separators are available on request.
Tank Code

Capacity
Silt Storage
Diameter
Length
Access
Base to Inlet
(L)		
(mm)
(mm)
Diameter
Invert
						 (mm)
(mm)
							

Base to Outlet
Invert
(mm)

CWS2/12

2000

1000

1000

2713

600

1290

1240

CWS3/12

3000

1500

1200

2853

600

1475

1425

CWS4/12

4000

2000

1200

3737

600

1475

1425

CWS6/12

6000

3000

1500

3636

600

1775

1725

CWS8/12

8000

4000

1800

3443

600

2030

1980

CWS10/12

10000

5000

1800

4250

600

2030

1980

FST Silt Trap
Large quantities of silt can be associated with washdown areas. The Conder FST silt
trap is ideal for easy removal of silt either manually or by a waste disposal contractor.
The FST range of silt traps are available with varying grades of covers from B125 up to
E600 to allow installation in all types of vehicle or plant washdown facilities.
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Conder Range of
Alarm Systems
All separators must be fitted with an alarm in order
to provide visual and audible warning when the
level of oil reaches 90% of its storage volume, as
required by The Environment Agency’s PPG3.
The alarm system will then be triggered to
indicate that the separator is in need of immediate
emptying, in order to continue effective operation.

Solar Powered
System
(Flashing
Beacon)
This option requires no mains
power supply or any significant
cabling and ducting, making it
extremely economical for large
sites and retro fitting alarms to
existing oil separators. A High
Intensity Beacon will flash when a problem is detected.

Solar GSM Alarm
The Solar GSM alarm sends a status report on your
separator to a mobile phone number of your choice. The
status of the GSM alarm can also be tested at any time
by simply sending a pre-recorded text message, via your
directed mobile phone, for added peace of mind.

Peripherals
Features and Benefits

Coalescing Filters

• Option for installation at a remote supervisory point
• Audible and visual

The Conder Coalescing Filter is designed to separate
residual oil in already separated oil/water and ensures a
discharge quality of less than 5mg/litre of oil in water.

• Eliminates unnecessary waste management visits

Features and Benefits

• Easy installation

• Handle for easy removal and cleaning

• Audible, visual and text message alert alarm systems
available

• Flashing beacons (with option of siren kit)
• Kiosks
• Probe brackets

Mains Powered System
Mains powered alarm systems are best suited to
new build situations or sites where installation of the
necessary cabling and ducting is straight forward and
economical. The probe located in the separator will,
when surrounded by floating hydrocarbons, activate an
alarm condition on the remote panel to advise that the
unit requires emptying.

• Bas 1000 intrinsically safe junction box
• High level probe
• Silt level probe
• Oil level probe

Servicing
The Environmental Agency’s PPG3 guidelines
stipulate that every 6 months, and in accordance with
manufacturer’s instructions, experienced personnel
should carry out maintenance to both the separator and
alarm.
Conder and our service partners can offer a full technical
and service package including separator and alarm
installation, commissioning, oil and silt removal and route
service contracts.

2 Whitehouse Way, South West Industrial Estate, Peterlee, Co Durham, SR8 2RA UNITED KINGDOM.
+44 (0) 8702 640004 Email: sales@conderproducts.com www.conderaqua.com
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STORMWATER ATTENUATION TANKS

U N I T E D

K I N G D O M

LT D

INSTALLATION OF
MULTI-LEG TANK

H125 PIPE COUPLING BAND

DESPATCH OF
TRENCHCOATED TANK

PUMPS FITTED
INTO TANK

INTRODUCTION

TUBOSIDER Stormwater Attenuation Tanks are fabricated from Helibore pipe which
is a fully BBA Certified product.
TUBOSIDER tanks offer the most cost effective and flexible underground storage
solution on the market.
TUBOSIDER have supplied, on average, over 100 tanks per year since 1987.

F E AT U E S & B E N E F I T S

Concrete chambers or cellular type systems are limited by size and shape
whereas TUBOSIDER fabricated tanks can be fabricated to an infinite variety
of layouts using pipes from 0.3m diameter to 3.6m.
TUBOSIDER tanks are accessible for routine inspection. This is now a
fundamental requirement with many authorities and is impossible using
“cellular” or “crate” systems.
Load bearing strength. Designed structurally to Highways Agency Standard
BD12, TUBOSIDER tanks will carry full motorway live loads if required.
Fully pre-fabricated. Tanks include access shafts, ladders, inlet and outlet
connections, all factory fabricated. There is no concrete work or fabrication
work on-site. Tanks are assembled from components using standard
gasketed joints. The fastest system there is to install.
TUBOSIDER can supply and factory fit Flow Regulators to restrict discharge
to the specified rate. This eliminates the need for expensive regulator
chambers, which are required with “crate” type systems.
TUBOSIDER gasketed joints are fully tested and WRc approved to “Sewers
for Adoption” standards of watertightness.

DESIGN

DURABILITY

TUBOSIDER can assist at every stage
of your attenuation project. Working from
a capacity calculated by others we can
develop a tank layout to fit the particular
location or, given:-

All pipe is manufactured from high quality
pre-galvanised coil to BS EN 10143 with
305gms/m2 zinc coating on each surface.
This is normally adequate to provide a design
life of 50 - 60 years in non-aggressive
environments.

•

Return Period

•

Permissible Discharge Rate

•

Site Dimensions

We will provide free;
•

Outline design and drawing

•

Flow regulation requirement

•

Installation instructions

•

Cost estimate

PUMPED SYSTEMS
For aggressive environments or combined
sewer applications, Trenchcoat Polymer
secondary coating is utilised giving a BBA
Certified add on life of 50 years in an
aggressive environment.
Increasingly, storage volumes cannot be
achieved with conventional gravity systems.
In these cases, TUBOSIDER can incorporate pump chambers and supply and
fit submersible electric pumps complete
with switchgear and control panels.

INSTALLATION OF STORMWATER ATTENUATION TANK

U N I T E D

K I N G D O M

LT D

Tubosider United Kingdom Ltd
10 Sutton Fold Industrial Estate, Off Lancots Lane, Sutton, St Helens, WA9 3EX
Telephone: 01744 452900
Fax: 01744 452949
Email: sales@tubosider.co.uk
Website: www.tubosider.co.uk
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Discharge and Long-Term Storage
PROJECT

JOB REF.

Development at Prussia St

Prussia St

SUBJECT

Calc. Sheet No.

Surface Water Calculations - Permissible Site Discharge
Drawing ref.

1

Calculations by

Checked by

Date

BCM

11-May-17

PERMISSIBLE SURFACE WATER DISCHARGE CALCULATIONS
Site Area

What is the overall site area?

1.21

Hectares (ha)

Site is Less than 50 Hectares

Pre-Development Catchment Soil Characteristics

Are there different soil types present on the pre-developed site?
Catchment

This refers to the entire site area

Area

No
1
0.00

SOIL

SOIL Value

Hectares (ha)

1

0.15

SPR
0.10

Drainage Group

2

Class

2

0.30

0.30

Depth to Impermeable Layers

2

Class

3

0.40

0.37

Permeability Group above Impermeable Layers
Slope (o)

2

Class

4

0.45

0.47

1

Class

5

0.50

0.53

SOIL Type
1
SOIL Index

2
0.30

Site SOIL Index Value

0.30

Site SPR Value

0.30

Post-Development Catchment Characteristics
Is the development divided into sub-catchments?

No

What is the overall site area for catchment?

0.00

Hectares (ha)
2

Runoff Coeff.

Effective Area (m2)

Roofs - Type 1 (Draining to gullies)

1.00

0.0

Roofs - Type 2 (Draining to SUDS features)

0.70

0.0

Green Roofs

0.50

0.0

Roads and Footpaths - Type 1 (Draining to gullies)

1.00

0.0

Roads and Footpaths - Type 2 (Draining to Suds features)

0.50

0.0

Paved Areas

0.80

0.0

Permeable Paving

0.60

0.0

Bioretention Areas

0.70

0.0

Grassed Areas

0.50

0.0

Public Open Space

0.30

0.0

Catchment 1

Area (m )

Include Public Open Space in Effective Catchment Area?

No

Effective Catchment Area

0.0

m2

Effective Catchment Runoff Coefficient
Long-Term Storage
Is long-term Storage provided?

No

Permissible Site Discharge
What is the Standard Average Annual Rainfall (SAAR)?

731.0

mm

Is the overall site area less than 50 hectares?

Yes

5

2.40

Litres/sec

7

2.40

Litres/sec

QBARRural calculated for 50 ha and linearly interpolated for area of site
Site Discharge =

From Met Eireann, Co-ordinates N320672, E228700

Notes and Formulae
1. SOIL index value calculated from Flood Studies Report - The Classification of Soils from Winter Rainfall Acceptance Rate (Table 4.5).
2. SPR value calculated from GDSDS - Table 6.7.
3. Rainfall depth for 100 year return period, 6 hour duration with additional 10% for climate change.
4. Long-term storage Volxs (m3) = Rainfall.Area.10.[(PIMP/100)(0.8. )+(1-PIMP/100)( .SPR)-SPR]. (GDSDS Section 6.7.3).
Where long-term storage cannot be provided on-site due to ground conditions, Total Permissible Outflow is to be kept to QBAR (Rural).
5. Total Permissible Outflow - QBAR (Rural) calculated in accordance with GDSDS - Regional Drainage Policies
0.89

(Volume 2 - Chapter 6), i.e. QBAR(m3/s)=0.00108x(Area)

1.17

(SAAR)

2.17

(SOIL)

- For catchments greater than 50 hectares in area. Flow rates are linearly interpolated for areas samller than 50hectares.

6. Where Total Permissible Outflow is less than 2.0l/s and not achievable, use 2.0 l/s or closest value possible.
7. QBAR multiplied by growth factors of 0.85 for 1 year, 2.1 for 30 year and 2.6 for 100 year return period events, from GDSDS Figure C2.

Prussia ST - SW Permissible Outflow
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Shaun O' Reilly
Pinnacle Consultants
67A Patrick Street
Dun Laoighaire
Co. Dublin
23 April 2020

Dear Shaun O' Reilly,

Re: Connection Reference No CDS20002316 pre-connection enquiry Subject to contract | Contract denied
Connection for Business Connection of 641 No. Bedroom/677 No. Bed Space Student
Accommodation and 16 retail units at Park Shopping Centre, Prussia Street, Dublin 7

Irish Water has reviewed your pre-connection enquiry in relation to a water and wastewater connection
at Park Shopping Centre, Prussia Street, Dublin 7.
Based upon the details that you have provided with your pre-connection enquiry and on the capacity
currently available in the network(s), as assessed by Irish Water, we wish to advise you that, subject to
a valid connection agreement being put in place, your proposed connection to the Irish Water
network(s) can be facilitated.
Water:
In order to accommodate the proposed connection to Irish Water network at the Premises, upgrade
works are required as follows:




Connection main - (Approx.) 25 m of new 200 mm ID pipe main to be laid to connect the site
development to the existing 9” CI main, see green line below in the figure. Bulk meter to be
installed on the connection main.
Upgrade main – (Approx.) 120m of new 200mm ID pipe main to replace the existing 150mm DI.
Alternatively (approx.) 100m of new 150mm ID can be run in parallel with the existing 150mm DI
which is retained, see red dashed-line in the figure.

Irish Water currently does not have any plans to extend its network in this area. Should you wish to
progress with the connection, you will be required to fund the required upgrades.
This Confirmation of Feasibility to connect to the Irish Water infrastructure also does not extend to your
fire flow requirements. Please note that Irish Water cannot guarantee a flow rate to meet fire flow
requirements and in order to guarantee a flow to meet the Fire Authority requirements, you may need to
provide adequate fire storage capacity within your development.
In order to determine the potential flow that could be delivered during normal operational conditions, an
onsite assessment of the existing network is required.

Wastewater:
New connection to the existing network is feasible without upgrade.
The development has to incorporate Sustainable Drainage Systems/ Attenuation in the management of
stormwater and to reduce surface water inflow into the receiving combined sewer. Full details of these
have to be agreed with Local Authority Drainage Division.

Strategic Housing Development:
Irish Water notes that the scale of this development dictates that it is subject to the Strategic Housing
Development planning process. In advance of submitting your full application to An Bord Pleanála for
assessment, you must have reviewed this development with Irish Water and received a Statement of
Design Acceptance in relation to the layout of water and wastewater services.
All infrastructure should be designed and installed in accordance with the Irish Water Codes of Practice
and Standard Details. A design proposal for the water and/or wastewater infrastructure should be
submitted to Irish Water for assessment. Prior to submitting your planning application, you are required
to submit these detailed design proposals to Irish Water for review.
You are advised that this correspondence does not constitute an offer in whole or in part to provide a
connection to any Irish Water infrastructure and is provided subject to a connection agreement being
signed at a later date.
A connection agreement can be applied for by completing the connection application form available at
www.water.ie/connections. Irish Water’s current charges for water and wastewater connections are
set out in the Water Charges Plan as approved by the Commission for Regulation of Utilities.
If you have any further questions, please contact Deirdre Ryan from the design team on 022 54620 or
email deiryan@water.ie. For further information, visit www.water.ie/connections.

Yours sincerely,

Maria O’Dwyer
Connections and Developer Services

Site Boundary

